TABLE TOPICS MASTER:
Table Topics session are exciting, entertaining and challenging. Challenge speakers to listen,
think, organize and speak “on their feet.” Allows members and guests the opportunity to speak
at the meeting. Many resources for Table Topics questions are available on Internet.
Select members who do not have any assigned roles.
Encourage guests to participate.
Ask simple questions that inspire speakers to explain their opinion or answers.
Ask questions appropriate to the theme of the meeting.
Ask the question before selecting a participant (this makes people listen).
Allow the speaker time to think before responding.
It is okay for speakers to “not answer” the question, and even to “lie.”
The Table Topics Master should talk very little.
Toastmasters and Guests, We want to challenge you to develop your impromptu
communications skills, to effectively “think on your feet” by answering unrehearsed questions.
The four essential communications skills are; Listening, Thinking, Organizing and Speaking.
Today I will be asking questions on a certain topic or theme. Your response must be between
one and two minutes as already explained by our Time-Keeper.
Repeat each question. Lead the applause. Give each person a different question.
Some suggested questions and topics:
Which country would you like to visit?
Tell us something that no one knows about you.
Live for the moment or not.
Life is wonderful, what are your views?
Do children today have good manners?
Would you be a teacher or a parent?
Beauty or Intelligence, what would you prefer?
Memories in life.
Sell a new product.
Which country would you like to live in?
Most interesting book you have read?
Do you like Fast Food?
Do you remember your first car?
Most difficult choice in your life?
Is it crazy living in this scientific age?
Your dream vacation?
The best movie you have seen
True love, does it exist?
Best way to ease tension?
The most memorable event in your childhood
Should children be given more freedom?

What would you do with a million dollars?
Are children are smarter than parents?
Love at first sight – Do you believe in it?
Television make children grow faster?
Most embarrassing moment in my life?
What are your holiday plans?
Educational today?
Travelling the world.
What is your biggest weakness?
What is you favorite game?
Your first day at work.
There is lipstick on your collar!
What is the Dream job?
What is the key to happiness?
Tell a joke.
The best book you have read?
Should men be older in marriage?
Your favourite film actor?
Money is a blessing or a curse?
Is honesty the best policy?
Modern life is creating more problems?

Ask the Time-Keeper to report on eliminations. Briefly announces the Names of Participants
and ask Members and Guest to Vote on the Best Table Topic.
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